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Contact Que Ondee Sola:

Words from the Ed_it_or_l_

5500 N. St. Louis
Chicago, IL 60625
773.442.4583
queondeeso Ia@hotmai I.com

December 1st has been designated World AIDS Day and for that reason we
have chosen to dedicate this edition of Que Ondee Sola to the devastating issue
of HIV/AIDS, which is rampant in our communities and which negatively
affects so many of our people.
HIV/AIDS is an extremely serious problem. In our communities its effects are
rarely exposed and are often swept under the rug, forgotten and denied. The
levels of HIV/AIDS in our communities exist within the context of racism and
colonialism, in the context of ghettos and drugs, perpetuated by the embraced
ignorance and unethical disregard that is prevalent in our society today.
The Puerto Rican community, like the Mexican community and the AfricanAmerican community suffers from many ailments. Within the United States
our people are examples of internal colonialization. Without getting into a
lengthy discussion about what constitutes colonialism, I will simply say that
our communities have historically been denied self-determination. The state
of our communities in terms of education, poverty, and housing reveals a sick
reality. As evidence, visit any of the areas that we think of as the "inner city"
(that have not yet been gentrified). But there are other signs that show our
marginalization, that show how our communities suffer. The levels of HIV/
AIDS in our communities is one of these signs.
We encourage you on December 1st World AIDS Day to take a moment to
reflect this on issue.
For more information about HIV and AIDS or for free condoms, please contact
us. Next semester the Union for Puerto Rican Students will be organizing
several teach-ins and discussions on this matter. We hope you will attend!

This edition is dedicated to all those who have passed due to AIDS related
causes and also those who continue to live with the disease as examples of
strength and hope.
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Q0S needs a hard copy of submission, along with it on a disk. Contact us for details
such as length and deadlines. Q0S reserves the right to publish as we see fit.

international Day's History of
Censorship and Unprofessionalism
A statement by Chimexla, the Union for Puerto Rican Students,
Que Ondee Sola
As many students might have
noticed, the Union for Puerto Rican
Students, Chimexla, and Que Ondee
Sola did not participate in the
Foreign Language Department's
International Day Celebration. We
instead choose to distribute a leaflet
titled, " Is Culture only Food and
Dance?"
The reason behind our absence lies
in the events that occurred prior
to this year's celebration. For the
past few years these organizations
have been censored and treated
unprofessionally. We wish to share
these experiences with you, because
it is not only a concern of these
organizations, but it is an issue
that involves, the student body as a
whole.
Two years ago during the 24 th annual
International Day Celebration the
Union for Puerto Rican Students
were told to remove issues of
Que Ondee Sola, Northeastern's
only Latino publication, because
the organizers of International Day
deemed it to be "political."
According to the organizers,
International Day is a cultural event
where "politics" has no place. The
organizers went as far as demanding
that a UPRS member cover his shirt
because it displayed the pictures of
the Puerto Rican Political Prisoners.
But the history of censorship does
not end here.

of International Day, Ester Santana
The following year during last
approached the editor of QOS and
year's International Day, Chimexla
confronted
him
m a
very
decided not to provide our campus
inappropriate manner. Not only
with a stereotypical or usual
did she speak to him with foul
depiction of Latino culture. Instead
language but also made false
of doing a Mariachi performance,
accusations, claiming UPRS and
Chimexla choose to stand up on
QOS
was
responsible
for
stage along with the members of
Chim ex la's presentation. Clearly,
UPRS while music played in the
the response of these professors
background. The purpose of this
act was to call attention to
the fact that our cultures are
much deeper than a bowl of
rice, and that our campus
.,
community should be aware
" .~, ~ (,
of our present condition.
During the act a member
of Chim ex la began to speak
about the "struggles of Latin
America." Latin America
is more than tacos and
cumbias. At this point the
microphone was ripped
Apparently to the organizers of
away from her by the emcee
international Day our cultures
and Foreign Language
are only food and dance!
professor Flora Llacuna,
who in front of the entire
to thi s action was wrong and
audience then yelled tellin g
unprofessional. It is unfortunate that
everyone to get off the stage and that
the se "professors" did not know
they would not be able to take part
how to conduct themselves m a
in the International Day Celebration
uni
vers ity setting.
the following year. Professor
Llacuna did not give the members
of Chimexla the opportunity to
finish their presentation, claiming
that they should have known the
"rules."
Following
the
disrespectful
interruption, one of the organizers

So with thi s said, we want to askwho defines what culture is? Do the
Internationa l Day organizers have
that right? For us it is di sre spectful
because with their nanow definition
of culture (food and song), they are
...continued on page 5
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Puerto Ricans on the Move
Cristina Vera

On Saturday November 3, 2001,
the Puerto Rican community in
Humboldt Park was treated to a
discussion lead by Dr. Jorge Duany
from the University of Puerto Rico
about Puerto Rican migration. I will
briefly discuss some of the points Dr.
Duany made in his presentation.
Puerto Rico continues to be without
a doubt, a nation on the move.
The recent trends in Puerto Rican
migration have been difficult to
tract because of the continuous
and rapid movements between the
United States and Puerto Rico.
Puerto Rican migration from the
island was catapulted by the U.S.
imposed economic development
program- Operation Bootstrap.
Since World War II, 1.6 million
people have migrated to and from
Puerto Rico, which is nearly half
of the population of Puerto Rico
today. As a result, in the last 50
years alone, more Puerto Ricans
have left the island than ever before.
The early part of this half-century
of migration is called the "Great
Migration." Between 1950-59 over
half a million people migrated from
the island to the United States.
By the 1960's the population flow
that had migrated from the island
began to flow back. Noticeably
not only did Puerto Ricans begin
to migrate back to the island but
Cubans and Dominicans as well.
After the Cuban Revolution in

4
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1959, Puerto Rico saw
large Cuban migration. For
the last 50 years there
has been a steadily rising
Dominican migration. In
the city of Santurce, the
neighborhood
Barrio
Obrero is evidence of this
Dominican migration. For
different reasons the influx
of the Cubans and
Dominicans
was
not
accepted positively in
Puerto Rico, in the 1960
and today. Then Cubans
were accused of displacing
Puerto Ricans but today
it is the Dominicans that
suffer such accusations.
Some of the differences
that have been noted
between the Cubans and
the Dominicans that have
migrated to Puerto Rico
are that, among the Cubans
4 out of 5 holds a white-collar
job whereas the Dominicans are
believed to be great contributors to
the cheap labor migration. Another
difference between the two is that
the Cubans were heavily involved
in the founding of the Pro-statehood
party and 2/3 of Cubans vote for
that party. For Dominicans however
their preference is uncertain because
even though they live in Puerto
Rico, they are highly concerned
and involved with the political
problems that exist in the Dominican

Republic. There are no Cubans in
the Puerto Rican legislature and only
one Dominican was elected in the
town of Carolina, to the municipal
government. Between 1972-99 only
about 1,100 or 1/10 Dominicans
became US citizens. In contrast to
the 1960's, today the Dominican
population is still very relevant
on the island especially in San
Juan. But the Cuban migration has
practically stopped.
In Puerto Rico, some of the
problems that have existed and still

... continued from page 3

denying the history of our past and present
struggles, our traditions, and aspirations as a
people. By picking and choosing what it is they
wish to allow us to display of our ethnicity, they
are fragmenting who it is that we truly are. How
can someone tell someone what their culture is
and how they should express it?
Not only are they defining our culture for us
but they are also censoring us. Does free speech
no longer exist? Free speech must not exist
on this campus if University programs can ban
organizations because they decide to voice their
ideas or wear certain shirts to a school event.
Do we not have the right to freely express
ourselves?
continue to exist that have
contributed to Puerto Rican
migration to the US are the
following: The unemployment
rate continues to remain higher
than 11 % and 3/5 people live
below the poverty level. The
cost of living continues to go
up along with the inflation
rates. The money sent from the
Puerto Ricans who live in the
United States continues to be
an important source of income
for the Puerto Ricans on the
island. The "Brain Drain" of
which an example is that
40% of the physicians who
have graduated from medical
schools in Puerto Rico are
now practicing in the US, with
at least half in Florida.

.

Dr. Duany also spoke about
some of the obstacles Puerto
Ricans find upon returning.
Returning migrants seem to
have a harder time finding
jobs on the island and are
highly criticized. Many are
viewed as returning with a
superior attitude because they
have studied in the US and

speak English. These returning
migrants are known as "Los
de Afuera."
The migration movement has
extended even further than
returning Puerto Ricans,
Cubans or Dominicans. Puerto
Rico has also experienced
sizable
migration
by
Mexicans, Arabs, Chinese and
other ethnicities as well. It
is not uncommon to find a
Chinese restaurant or a Burrito
joint in Puerto Rico. Puerto
Ricans also have positive and
negative opinions about this
new wave of migration. Some
see it as a benefit to Puerto
Rico's economy, while others
fear a great alteration in Puerto
Rican culture. The effect of
these various groups have had
on
Puerto
Rico
raise
interesting questions about the
future of Puerto Rico's
national identity. But what we
are sure about is, like Dr.
Duany said, "Puerto Rico is a
nation on the move."

But also, we wonder what would have happen if
instead of the Puerto Rican Political Prisoners, it
was an image of Martin Luther King or George
W. Bush would the t-shirt have been deemed
inappropriate? Are certain politics acceptable,
while others are not?

Chimexla, the Union for Puerto
Rican Students, Que Ondee Sola
will not participate until we
receive an apology and they
allow students to freely express
themselves and their cultures.
Professors Flora Llacuna and Ester Santana
never acknowledged the inappropriate matter
in which they handled the situation. As we
stated last year in our response to this spectacle,
"the entire situation could have been handled
differently, and it is unfortunate that members
of our faculty could not conduct themselves
professionally." We want the individual
professors who acted extremely unprofessional
and disrespectful, and the departments they
represent to publicly acknowledge their acts
were inappropriate and apologize to these
organizations. Chimexla, the Union for Puerto
Rican Students, Que Ondee Sola will not
participate until we have receive an apology and
they allow students to freely express themselves
and their cultures.
December -World Al DS Day- Edition
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World AIDS Dav 2001:
The Young Artists Against AIDS
Communitv Walk tor AIDS Awareness

"Vida/SIDA," which means Life/AIDS in Spanish, is
a HIV/AIDS prevention & education program of the
Puerto Rican Cultural Center serving the Humboldt
Park, Logan Square, and West Town communities' of
Chicago. Since 1988, Vida/SIDA continues their commitment towards the improvement of the community
by providing free classes, workshops, counseling and
referral, HIV / STD testing and a resource center open
to the community in general.
To support World AIDS Day 2001, every year Vida/
SIDA coordinates an educational / cultural event that
promotes awareness of the impact of HIV/AIDS in
our community. "We Care! Do you?" is the theme
for this year's event that is geared towards the
youth of our community. Vida/SIDA
conducted a series
of art-workshops at
Pedro
Albizu
Campos
High
School, which provided a creative
forum for the expression of our youth's
voice and their concerns regarding HIV
and AIDS. After discussing how HIV/
AIDS has affected
the students lives
and their community, the recognized artist Diana Solis
helped the teens create art-designs that conveyed messages of prevention to their peers and families. The
resulting artwork from these workshops relate us to
the world of our community youth, their ideas and
concerns about HIV/AIDS and how the epidemic has
affected their lives, family, school and community. In
most parts of the world, the majority of new HIV infections are among young people between the ages of 15
and 24, sometimes even younger. Vida/SIDA believes
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that more education translates into lower risk and commits its resources to provide customized educational
programs which provide the skills and information that
shape's healthy behaviors and save lives.
Vida/SIDA will display the artwork produced during
these art-workshops at the refurbished facilities of its
Vida Health Clinic located at 1112 North California
Avenue. Vida/SIDA invites the general community to
experience the art of our community youth in an open
house of its' clinic on Friday, November 30 from 5:00
to 8:00pm.
Vida/SIDA also invites the community to join us
in our traditional COMMUNITY WALK FOR AIDS
AWARENESS, Sat' urday December 1,
2001, from 1:30 to
3:00 pm. We exhort
community members
and
organizations to bring
their banners and
emblems and meet
at the corner of
Western Avenue and
Division Street to
support this effort of
community awareness on World AIDS
Day 2001. The
Community Walk FOR AIDS AWARENESS will end
at the facilities of "Pueblo Sin Fronteras" community
center where we will share our thoughts on the effects
of HIV/AIDS in the community as well as to enjoy
the musical performance of the student group "Bembe
Boricua." Vida/SIDA welcomes the participation of all
segments of the community in support of this cause
and invites the community to call Vida/SIDA to find
out ways on how to participate and help in the programming of these events - (773) 278-6737.

HIV in the United States
800,000 to 900,000 people in the US are currently
living with HIV or AIDS. Of these, an estimated
300,000 are unaware that they are infected. Since the
beginning of the pandemic, approximately 775,000
people have been reported to have AIDS, and 450,000
people have died from AIDS. Even though in the US
we have been successful in reducing the mortality
rate of HIV; we have yet to reduce the number of
new infections. New HIV infections were estimated at
40,000 per year in the early 1990's and have remained
largely at this same level throughout the last decade.
Of great concern at present is the onset of "safe-sex
fatigue." People may be taking fewer precautions
to protect themselves from infection for several
reasons: the belief that antiretroviral drugs make
AIDS a manageable, chronic disease; the attitude
Percentage of US Population and Total Reforted AIDS
Cases by Racial/Ethnic Groups among 13· 9 year olds
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that infection with HIV is inevitable; increasing
weariness toward maintaining risk-reducing behaviors;
and the generational phenomena that younger people
did not experience the devastating early days of the
pandemic.
Evidence suggests that HIV and AIDS have
disproportionately affected women, people of color,
and youth in the US.
Women: The number of new HIV infections and
AIDS cases is increasing among women in the US.
Of all HIV positive women, 41 % reported that they
were exposed through heterosexual contact and 20%

~

reported infection through injection drug use. Although
the number of AIDS deaths among women declined
35% between 1993 and 1998, the number of AIDS
deaths among men declined 64%. Studies indicate that
women are less likely to receive or seek treatment
when compared to men because of health care, social, ~
and financial barriers.
Minorities: HIV and AIDS have disproportionately
affected minority pop~tions, especially African
Americans and Hispanics. As of 1999, while African
Americans accounted for 37% of all AIDS cases,
they represented only 12% of the US population.
Furthermore, African American and Hispanic women
represented 81 % of all AIDS cases among American~
women, yet they accounted for only 25 % of the female
population in the US. Social and economic conditions,
such as language barriers, poverty, substance abuse,
and access to health care, contribute to the increasing
risk of HIV among minority communities. Religious
beliefs and mistrust of the medical community may
also inhibit people from seeking health care.
Men who have sex with men : As December 2000, ~
46% of all reported US AIDS cases were transmitted
through male-male sex. Young African American men
who have sex with men (MSM) are at higher risk
of contracting HIV compared to other ethnicities. A
recent CDC study of 23-29 year old MSM showed that
the new infection rate among African American MSM
is 14.7% compared to 3.5 % among Hispanic MSM
and 2.5% among white MSM.
The percentage of individuals in the study that were
already HIV-positive varied according to ethnicity
as well. Among study participants, 32% of African
American, 14% of Hispanic, and 7% of white MSM
were HIV-positive.

~

Cultural and religious biases that fuel homophobia may
act as significant barriers to treating and preventing
HIV transmission among MSM.
~
Courtesy of the American Association for World Hea lth
Resource Booklet 2001.
December -World Al DS Da y- Editi on 7

20 Years of AIDS-1981 to 2001

The figures italized following each year's entry represent the cumulative number of
AIDS- related deaths that had occurred in the US from the beginning of the pandemic to
the end of that year.

1981:

~ 1982:

~
0

~

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) diagnoses the first cases of AIDS-related diseases
among young gay men. 159
The CDC formally establishes the term Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) and identifies four
risk factors associated with AIDS: male homosexuality, intravenous drug abuse, Haitian origin and hemophilia A. 625

1983:

The CDC adds female sexual partners of men with AIDS as the fifth risk group.
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) is identified as the cause of AIDS. 2,137

1985:

Actor Rock Hudson openly states that he has AIDS and dies later in the year. After being prohibited from
attending school because he had AIDS, Indiana teenager Ryan White advocates against discrimination or
stigma associated with AIDS. The food and Drug Administration approves the first HIV antibody test. HIV
screening of blood donations begins in US. 12,652

1987:

The FDA approves the first antiretroviral medication, zidovudine (AZT), as an AIDS treatment. The AIDS
Memorial Quilt is displayed on the National Mall in Washington, DC. The World Health Organization
(WHO) established the Special Program on AIDS, which later becomes the Global Programme on AIDS
and then UNAIDS. 41,262

1988:

WHO declares the first World AIDS Day on December l. National Institutes of Health (NIH) established
the Office of AIDS Research (OAR), restructures its AIDS research program, and established the AIDS
Clinical Trails Group (ACTG). 62,451

1989:

Ryan White dies. Congress creates the National Commission on AIDS. 90,218

1990:

Domestic and international non-governmental groups boycott the 6th International AIDS Conference in San
Francisco in protest of the US immigration policy regarding HIV/AIDS status. Ryan White CARE Act is
authorized. 121,952

1991:
1992:

Star Basketball player, Earvin "Magic" Johnson, announced that he is HIV-positive. 158,911
AIDS becomes the leading cause of death among men between the ages of 25 and 44.
Tennis star Arthur Ashe announces that he has AIDS. 200,391

1993:

The FDA approves the female condom for sale in the U.S. 245,662

1994:

AIDS becomes the number one cause of death for all Americans between the ages of 25 and 44.
The Public Health Services recommends that HIV-positive pregnant women use AZT to reduce mother-tochild transmission. Pedro Zamora, a young gay man living with AIDS, appears in the cast of MTV's popular
show, The Real World; he dies later this year at the age of 22. 295,339

1995:

The Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS), an organization that oversees the efforts
of seven UN programs focusing on AIDS, is established. 345,331

~ 1996:

The FDA approves the viral load test, which measures the amount of HIV in blood. The number of new
AIDS diagnoses declines for the first time in the history of the pandemic. Evidence of the efficacy of Highly
Active Antiretroviral Therapy (HAART) is presented. 382,261
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1997:

AIDS- related deaths in the US decline by more than 40% compared to 1996 rates, largely as a result o f ~
antiretroviral therapies. 403,206

1998:

The congressional Black Caucus ca1ls on the US Department of Health and Human Services Secretary
Donna Shalala to declare HIV/AIDS a public health emergency. Congress approves $156 million for the
minority HIV/AIDS Initiative to address the disproportionate rate of HIV infection in certain racial and
ethnic groups. 419,638

1999:

US announces $100 million in funding to sub-Saharan Africa and India through the leadership and investment in Fighting an Epidemic (LIFE) Initiative. 430,246

2000:

US and UN Security Councils declare HIV/AIDS a security threat. President Clinton implements the Millennium Vaccine Initiative to develop vaccines for HIV, TB and malaria. UNAIDS, WHO and other health
groups join with pharmaceutical manufacturers to discuss price decreases for AIDS drugs in developing
countries. 438, 795

2001:

The UN General Assembly, under the leadership of UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan, convenes a special
session to discuss HIV/AIDS. Goals that were set to include2002-2010: Establishing a global AIDS fund with a target of $10 billion per year.
2003: Increasing the availability of medicines for HIV.
2004: Promotion youth's access to HIV/AIDS education and involving adolescents in the planning ~
of HIV/AIDS prevention programs.

\

Courtesy ofAmerican Association for World Health Resource Booklet 2001 .

The Work of a Peer Educator
Eli Guevara
I would like to start by explaining what Peer
Educators do at Vida/SIDA. Peer educators
educate people of all ages In our community
about HIV/ AIDS. STDs, safer sex and other
health Issues related to sex. This Is what we
call outreach and It Is something unique In
the community. We go out In the West Town,
Humboldt Park and Logan Square areas to
distribute free condoms and Information. The
people we give condoms to are considered
"contacts." When we see that same person
again we ask them If they wouldn't mind
answering a few questions regarding their
race, age, and area of residence. This Is what
we call an "encounter." We conduct a risk
assessment by asking questions about their
sexual behavior and lifestyle. When we meet
that same person another time we conduct
an Individual Education. During this Peer
Educators ask numerous questions about
HIV, AIDS, safer sex, drugs and alcohol. In

addition. we correct any misinformation, as
well as offer referrals to our clients for any
services they may need.
I feel I am a very big part of the community.
Just Imagine that by passing out condoms and
Information to hundreds of people you could
help save many from contracting or spreading
HIV. I enjoy doing this type of work for the
simple fact that I've been educated about
things I never knew before. Now I am educating
people about safe sex and HIV/AIDS. After
working here at Vida/SIDA for a year I really
enjoy It for three reasons: every day I learn
something new; I am educating my community
about HIV/AIDS and safer sex: lastly I am
talking to people my age about the Importance
of safer sex.
QOS thanks the author for sharing his thoughts with our
campus.
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Tuesday, November 6, the US Navy
wanted to force us to participate in
a referendum that did not include
the people's option - the immediate
and permanent cessation of all military activity here - and had no guarantee of being respected by federal
authorities, because of serious contradictions between local and federal laws related to the referendum.
A few days earlier, the Secretary
of the Navy, Gordon England, sent
a letter to the Governor of Puerto
Rico, informing of the unilateral
decision changing the date of the referendum to January 25 and clearly
indicating the intention of the Congress to eliminate it before that
date.
Before changing the date of the
referendum, the Committee for the
Rescue and Development ofVieques
(CRDV), in coordination with the
Vieques Women's Alliance, the
Vieques Youth United, the Municipal Government, the Catholic and
Methodist churches, the Millivy
and the Peace and Justice Camps,
among other organizations and indi-
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victuals from the community, began
a very effective campaign designed
to foment an overwhelming vote in
favor of the Navy leaving Vieques.
The day before the news came out
of postponing the vote, the Vieques
organizations held a press conference announcing the campaign
to vote the Navy out. The community groups of the Vieques struggle
expressed that it is our responsibility to use all available forums to
beat the Navy - that we must defeat
them in the bombing zone, at the
military fence, in the federal prison,
the courts and in any referendum
held.
The Navy ran away from the referendum, but we continue in the struggle. On November 6th, the CRDV
took to the streets, handing out
t-shirts alluding to the option for
getting the Navy out; we also collected close to a thousand signatures on a letter to Bush demanding
a presidential order to end military
activity here. In front of the post
office in the morning, hundreds of
t-shirts were given out as well as

literature in favor of demilitarization. Around 400 signatures were
collected for the letter to the President. In the afternoon, dozens of
Viequenses participated in a walk
through the neighborhood of Esperanza, handing out more t-shirts and
picking up more signatures. We finished the day with close to a thousand people signing the letter and
hundreds actively participating in
the movement to oust the Navy.
Ismael
Guadalupe,
(CRDV)
expressed that, " ... more important
than the signatures or distribution
of literature, was the great pleasure
seeing the community happy and
excited to know that with or without
the referendum, this struggle continues. The Navy didn't show up,
they ran away on November 6."
On Thursday, November 8, a paper
entitled, "Vieques, the Navy and
Cultural Genocide," was presented
at a forum on archaeology in Puerto
Rico organized by the State Office
on Historic Preservation. Robert
Rabin, member of the CRDV and
Director of the Vieques Historic

Archives, offered the talk in which
he presented, among other things,
the following: " ... that the destruction ofVieques archaeological materials; the separation of the people,
during decades, from hundreds of
historic/archaeological sites; and
blocking Puerto Rican archaeologists from Navy controlled lands,
forms part of a process of genocide
that transcends space and time
- a genocide against the current
Vieques population, against those
who will die in the future from military contamination and against past
generations whose material remains
have been systematically destroyed
by bombs, tanks, robbery and abandonment." (for copies of the paper bieke@prdigital.com)
On Friday the 9th, the CRDV held a
press conference with nuclear engineer, Frankie Jimenez, whose recent
studies point to a notable increase in
radiation levels at several places in
the civilian area here, immediately
following the military maneuvers in
October. Jimenez pointed out that,
"... During the intense bombing of
October, 2001, ( ... ) radiation levels
in Esperanza increased by 240%.
There was also an increase of 225%
in the town."
On Saturday, November 10, a delegation from the Technical and Professional Group in Support of Sustainable Development of Vieques
(TPGAV), met with Vice Mayor,
Henry Gonzalez; Director of the
local Planning Office, Fabian Martinez and Hector Olivieri of the
Civil Defense office. Members of
the TPGAV participating included
architect Edwin Quiles; epidemiol-

ogist from the UPR School
of Public Health, Cruz
Marfa Nazario; planner,
Jose "Tato" Rivera Santana; chemist, Jorge Colon;
professor Roberto Mori
and Jimmy Lopez, Director of the Board of Directors of the Cooperative of
Multiple Insurance. From
the community participated Radames Tirado, ex
mayor of Vieques and presently Special Sub Com~
missioner of Vieques subscribed to the Governor's
office and Robert Rabin,
ofCRDV.
The TPGAV grew out of
an initiative of the CRDV,
looking to create a team of Puerto
Rican experts to help the community articulate its vision of future
social and economic development in
a Free Vieques. More than forty of
Puerto Rico 's most highly respected
professionals in the area of development have worked for two years on
the preparation of two volumes of
Guidelines for Sustainable Development of Vieques. Our mayor,
Damaso Serrano (will be released
on Dec. llafter serving four months
in the federal prison for participating civil disobedience actions) has
been participating in meetings with
the group since before becoming
mayor. The meeting with municipal officials was an important step
in promoting community participation in the decision making process
related to economic and future land
use planning of the lands being rescued from the Navy. This work is
fundamental to avoid speculation

and assure us that a Vieques freed
from the Navy does not become a
Vieques for the "Hiltons", but for
the people of Vieques and all Puerto
Rico.
Today, November 11, Anniversary
of the Death of Angel Rodriguez
Cristobal, there will be an act
to honor his memory, in front of
the bust of Angel at Esperanza
beach. From this beach Angel left
on May 19, 1979, with fishermen
and hundreds of Viequenses and
other Puerto Ricans, to Caracas
Beach, inside military territory, to
hold an ecumenical civil disobedience act. Military police arrested
21 out of around 200 people that
day, carefully selecting leaders of
the struggle. Angel was sentenced
to six months and sent to the federal prison in Tallahassee, Florida,
where he was brutally assassinated
in his cell on November 11 of that
year.
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On October 18, 2001 Que Ondee Sola had the privilege of interviewing Juan Gonzalez, the acclaimed journalist and author "
of what many have argued is the most comprehensive book
on the Latino experience, Harvest of Empire. Sponsored by
the ENLACE program, Juan Gonzalez visited NEIU and spoke
to our campus community about various issues related to the
Latino experience in the United States.

QOS: What was your intent when
you wrote Harvest of Empire?
The intent was to make sense of
the Latino experience. Latinos did
not just get here by chance, there
were reasons why they came, when
they came, and how they came here.
Once you understand how this community came into being you can
understand how it can change the
United States. I also wrote it for
people to have more pride in the
contributions Latinos have made
and not to buy into the stereotypes
that White America has that Latinos
just come here to take advantage
of everything. Latinos have contributed enormously to what White
America has. I tried to document
that before Latinos came to the
United States, Anglos came to Latin
America and that they had an enormous impact on what happened in
those countries. As I say in the book,
when William Walker declared himself president of Nicaragua 20,000
Americans moved to that country.
In the early 20 th century more than

10,000 Americans were living in
Cuba. Like in Nicaragua, they were
running nearly everything. They
were running the factories, railroads, everything except the gov-

The intent was to make
sense of the Latino
experience. Latinos
did not just get here
by chance, there was a
reason why they came,
when they came, and
how they came here.
ernment, even though the Cubans
who ran the government did as they
were told. In other words, there was
a migration the other way. The biggest example was the Southwest
where the illegal immigrants of the
U.S. took over Texas and made their
own republic. That is the story I
wanted to tell. A story most Americans are not aware of, and the book
is clearly not just for Latinos, it is

also for Anglos to understand what
happened.

QOS: In the chapter on Puerto
Rico in Harvest of Empire you
argue that Puerto Rico's colonial
status has lead to high levels
of mental disorders in Puerto
Ricans. Of these mental disorders
you discuss schizophrenia. Could
you explain to our readers what
the relationship between colonialism and mental disorders is?
[In the Harvest of Empire] I basically quoted a psychiatrist that had
done studies on Puerto Rican mental
health. But that is not the first
time that issue has been raised. The
person who pioneered the whole
issue of how colonialism affects
mental health was Frantz Fanon.
Frantz Fanon was originally from
the West Indies, a physiatrist who
went to Algeria (located in North
Africa) in 1950's during the Algerian people's fight for independence
against France. Fanon 's practice
was among both the French and

the Algerians. One of the things he
documented was what he called a
"colonized mentality and colonizer
mentality," which developed in the
psychology of those on both sides
of colonialism. In both the oppressor and the oppressed, this manifested itself in mental disorders.
Fanon took the position that the
very fight for independence, for liberation begins to help, especially
the colonized, to cure their mental
illness. He found that a lot of colonized peoples had very little sense
that they could control their lives.
[The colonized] feel that circumstances always control or dictate to
them how their lives should function.
Schizophrenia is a question of identity. When a nation does not know
its identity, the people in that nation
do not know their individual identity. So you get people who are confused about who they are. My wife
is a High School Spanish language
tea_cher and she tells me that she has
a lot of resistance among the Latino
students especially from the Puerto
Rican kids about learning Spanish.
They don't want to learn Spanish
and they tell her "why do I have
to learn Spanish, I'm American?"
What they have inculcaded into
their minds is that learning Spanish
somehow identifies you as a Latino
or a Puerto Rican and that that is not
a good thing in the United States.
They would rather try to convince
everybody that they are more American than the Americans. This is
part of the mental impact of colonialization.
There is a big problem of mental
health among Puerto Ricans.
Another thing that results from that
is alcoholism. Alcoholism is a form
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of escaping your mental problems.
It's not accidental that two of the
groups with the highest alcoholism
rates are the Irish and the Puerto
Ricans. Both are colonized peoples.
The Irish have been subjected to
British colonization for 500 years.
Puerto Ricans are same way [colonized first by the Spanish and then
by the US]. The colonized develop a
sort of self-destructiveness in trying
to escape their reality, instead of
trying to change their reality.

QOS: What was your role in the
Young Lords?

I was involved in the formation of
the original group in New York in
1969. A guy we all knew named
Miguel Melendez approached a
group of us that didn't know each
other about forming a group in East
Harlem. He was a Puerto Rican
who had grown up with my cousins
in East Harlem. Since I had been
actively involved in the big student
...continued on following page

strike in '68 at Columbia University, Miguel contacted me. Calling
itself la Sociedad Albizu Campos, it
ias going to be a group of young
Puerto Ricans that were going to
make revolutionary change in the
Puerto Rican community in East
Harlem. Miguel also knew people
at the State University at Old
West Berry campus, which included
David Perez who was originally
from Chicago, Denise Oliver, Pablo
Guzman and bunch of other folks.
Miguel also knew Felipe Luciano,
who had just come out of jail and
was already pretty well known as
a poet and as a nationalist figure
in the Black Nationalist movement
in Harlem. Miguel got all of us
together and we started meeting
once a week to figure out what we1
would do in the community. We
then heard about another group on
the Lower Eastside of New York,
mostly made up of high school
students who were trying to form
a group like the Chicago Young
Lords. By then we heard about the
Chicago Young Lords. That summer
myself, Miguel and Pablo Guzman
drove from New York to Chicago to
meet Cha Cha Jimenez and others
of the Young Lords. We met with
them so that we could find out in
person what they were like, and
what their program and ideology
was. After that, we decided to form
a New York Young Lords chapter.
By July, of 1969 we formed the
group and began organizing in East
Harlem against the garbage situation. The City wasn't picking up
the trash in the Latino community
so we started cleaning the streets.
Since they wouldn't pick up the garbage we began to dump all the trash
in the middle of a major avenue,
blocking traffic so that they would
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have to pick it up. For a month and
a half we had garbage protests in
East Harlem. When the police got
upset about it and started cracking
down on people we started setting
the trash on fire. This developed
into mini-riots over the lack of sanitation service. [In response] the City
started to collect garbage three times
a week. Afterwards, we started to
look at other issues like the lack
of health care and police brutality.
Within a year we had a thousand
members and had offices all over the
city. Then we started new chapters
in Newark, Bridgeport, and Phila-

"There is room to unite
such as on immigration issues, language
issues, public
education, and political representation. On
all those issues Latinos need to speak in a
unified voice."
delphia, organizing the East Coast.

We stayed in contact with the Young
Lords in Chicago, but there were
some problems. The Chicago Young
Lords started off as a gang. Cha Cha
had tried to make it into a political
organization, but too many of the
people were still into being a gang.
They were not very disciplined. We
did a newspaper and they couldn't
put theirs out regularly so after a
year and a half we basically had a
"divorce." We agreed on all of the
same political ideas but the problem
was that except for Cha Cha Jimenez and a few others, for the rest of
the people the Chicago Young Lords

was still a gang, not a political
organization. All the Chapters that
were organized by the New York
Young Lords became the Young
Lords Party. The Chicago group
and those organized in Milwaukee,
California, the West and Midwest,
remained the Young Lords Organization. We maintained good relations with the Chicago group, but
just no longer functioned as one
organization.

QOS: For the last few years, particularly in Chicago's Latino community there have been efforts
to join the issues of amnesty
for undocumented workers and
Vieques. How important is it that
there be a unified Latino agenda
in order to effect change in the
U.S. nationally?
I think that is critically important
and I think its been going in that
direction. Twenty years ago you had
just basically three Latino groups
pretty much concentrated in three
areas: the Mexicans in the Southwest, the Cubans in South Florida,
and the Puerto Ricans in the Northeast. In the 1980's and 90's as more
Central Americans settled in different places in this country, and as
Mexicans moved east and Puerto
Ricans moved west did you have
much more mixed communities. As
a result you can't talk anywhere of,
except maybe for South Texas which
is still overwhelmingly of Mexican
origin, but even there you are getting Central Americans. Places like
Houston and San Antonio are getting more Central American. So
you really can't talk about a pure
Mexicano community, a pure Puertorriquefio community, or a pure
Cubano community. People have to
begin to mediate and workout what

their priorities are as main issues.
That is gradually happening. There
are some areas they have very sharp
differences. Something that the different Latino groups can't agree on
is [U.S.] foreign policy. The 1994
vote on NAFfA is interesting in this
regard. It's interesting the vote 1994
about NAFfA. The three Puerto
Rican Congressmen voted against
it, as did the three Cuban Congressman. All the Mexican Congressman voted for NAFfA. The Puerto
Ricans and the Cubans voted against
it for different reasons. The Cubans
voted against NAFfA because they
were afraid that if the United States
had a common market with Mexico,
and Mexico has trade and friendly
relations with Cuba, that Cuba
would then send goods into the
United States through Mexico. They
saw opposing NAFfA as a way
of continuing to fight the Cuban
government. The Puerto Ricans
opposed it because they were in
solidarity with the Labor Movement, which was opposing NAFfA.
The Mexican Congressmen, since
the Mexican government was so
strongly pushing NAFfA, had to
show support and solidarity with
the Mexican government. On that
major issue Latinos split. On other
issues there is room to unite such
as on immigration issues, language
issues, public education, and political representation. On all those
issues Latinos need to speak in a
unified voice.

A Process of Making NEIU
a Better University
A statement by the Union for Puerto Rican Students
In the last edition of Que Ondee Sola, the Student Steering Committee
posed to our campus community, the Administration, f~culty, and s~udent
body alike, several questions. These questions were all aimed at askm~ the
extremely important question: What is the present status of Latinos
at NEIU?
NEIU is officially a "Hispanic serving institution:' Nearly I out of eve~y 3
students is a Latino. We want to know if those figures have translated into
a proportional number of Latino professors and Latino centered courses?
We have begun to make comparisons of other universities, for example,
UIC and many universities across the U.S. have Latino cultural centers, so
why doesn't NEIU? The answers to these and other questions will let us
know if the Latino student body is receiving everything that it should, and
if we are receiving the type of support that a "Hispanic serving institution"
should provide its students?
The Student Steering Committee has already begun to find out answers
to these questions. Next semester students should expect to hear ~hat
we have learned. Also, we expect that many of the Latino student organizations will be quite active next semester in engaging our fellow students in
discussions about these issues.
We have thus far gotten great responses from students, but we need more
support.We encourage you to talk to your friends about thes_e_co~cerns,
which ultimately affect you as students. Your help and creat1v1ty 1s welcomed and invited. For us we consider this process as a possibility of
making NEIU a better institution of higher learning.With your help this can
become a reality!
For more information or if you have any questions, please contact us at
773-442-4583 or uprs_30.com.

QOS would like to greatly thank the
ENLACE program for organizing this
interview for us. QOS also extends its
gratitude to Juan Gonzalez for taking
the time to talk and share his wealth
of knowledge with our readers and
campus community.
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Alex (1995)
Alexander Irizarry
Alisanto Ortega
Ana Marie Monges
Angel Olavarrra ( 1972-1997)
Anibal Rios
Angelica
Al'
Alexander Irizarry Barto'l o
Hernandez de Jesus (1989)
Bonnie Novenger 1
Brenda Amaro
Bridgitt
Casta
Cecil Romano ( 1996)
Chino
Columbo
Danny Resendez, ( 1988)
Danny Rodriguez,( 1988)

David Piereth ( 1995)
David ,. ~ier[I ( 1990)
Donald Mitchell
Edgar Del Brei ( 1963-1994)
Edwin "Pito" Rivera
Edwin Cruz
Edwin Pinto
Edwin Prieto
Elba Claudio
,George Colon ( 1994)
George Paris
Gina Salgado
Jacob Velazquez
Javier Rodrigue~ ( 1991)
Jeffrey Julio Negron

(2/21 /55-9112/95)
Jim Mallette
Jimmy Riley

Joaquin Prieto
Joe Vasquez
Joey Perez
John Chico
John Martinez
Johnny Rodriguez ( 1990)
Jojo
Jorge Colon
Jose - El Plenero
'Jose ( 1991 )
Jose Antonio Arroyo ( 1995)
Jose Cruz ( 1993)
Jose Roman
Juan Antonio "Tony"Valadez
Juan Cay
Juan de Jesus
Juan F. Pagan
Julio

\

Remem6ering those who have passed of HIV
and AIDS relat;ed causes in our community...
Julio Rivera
Leoni Ida "Liony" ,Santana

( 1949-1988)
Lilliana Vega
Lopez ( 1964-1996)
Lucy Cardec
Luis
Luis Carmelo :topez ( 1996)
Luis Roman :,
Marcello Hagen ( 1993)
Marcio de Oliveira Silva
Maria Castro Vazquez
Maria Colon ( 1988)
Maria La Luz Rivera
Mark Zambrano ( 1988)
Marlene ( 1996)

Marta Amaro
Melvin Martinez ( 1993)
Miguel Flores
Miguel Osteluza
Mike Beck
Mike Vazquez ( 1993)
Mr. Sanchez
Nilsa
Nivea Santos
Orlando Jimenez Jimenez
Pape
Pape Quintero
Papo Rodriguez ( 1992)
Peter
Ralph Rosado
Raul Burgos
Ray Gomez (2000)

Renaldo Rivera
Richard
Richard Bloomt ( 1996)
Robert Fullerton
Rosendo Jr.
Socrates
Tony Christo
Vicente Garido
Victor Marquez-Rios
Victor Zenon
Vince
,,
Wanda Robles
Wahda Sanchez
Walderman Lopez
Willy

